Pothole Pros uses an innovative truck mounted spray patching system for the repair of potholes in a wide variety of situations. We provide solutions to numerous commercial and municipal clients throughout the Midwest. We can repair both asphalt and concrete and unlike hot patch, we do our repairs year round.

**HOW IT WORKS**
- Loose dirt and debris is removed from the pothole with a hydraulically powered blower
- A heated tack coat of emulsion is sprayed down to seal the area being repaired
- Emulsion and aggregate is blown under pressure from the bottom up to fill the hole
- A top coat of aggregate is applied to allow immediate use of repaired area

**WHY IT WORKS**
Because our system mixes the asphalt on the spot and uses a heated quick set emulsion it does not need to be tamped or rolled and has fast set up and drying times. This reduces labor and equipment costs as well as a reduction in the intrusion time needed to make repairs.

**KEY POINTS**
- Year Round Application for Concrete and Asphalt repair
- Quick set allows for immediate traffic use, and little business disruption
- 1-2 Person Crew makes our solution cost effective

In addition to repairing potholes of all shapes and sizes, we can limit the spreading of raveling or spider cracking. A video demonstration of our process is available at our web site at www.potholepros.com

Ultimately customers who use Pothole Pros are able to repair more potholes with less capital and see those repairs last longer.